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Buying a DSLR is not an easy task. There are almost as many manufacturers and models to choose from as opinions about what you should and shouldn't buy, and while some models stand out above others, which models they can vary greatly in your budget, what you're going to do with your camera and the skill level of the photographer. Last week, we asked you to name the DSLR that you thought were
the best of the breed. We rounded up your nominations in the top five DSLRs and gave them the right to vote to determine the favorite of the Lifehacker community. Now we have again highlighted the winner. You've remembered our photography night school, you know how to get around camera settings and... Read more The difference between first, second and third place was ridiculously small this week
— the first and second were separated by only five votes. This shows you - if your favorite doesn't get nominated, be sure to stop at the challengers' play chain: the difference between the top five and not often a handful of nominations, and in many cases the difference between one and the other is a few votes. Canon EOS 5D took the top spot in our survey with 27.76% of the total vote, earning praise from
many roads as Canon's mainstream prosumer shooter, a very popular and proven camera line that has been around for a long time. 5D surpassed second place, budget-friendly (at least by comparison) Canon EOS Rebel T3i by a small margin (.09% of the total vote.) Rebel T3i brought in 27.67 percent of the votes cast. The Nikon D800 fell to third place with just over 25 per cent of the vote. The vote
dropped from there as the Nikon D600 brought in just over 10 percent of the total number of votes and the brand new Canon EOS 6D netted just over 9 percent of the votes cast. Nest five is based on reader candidates. As with most Hive Five posts, if your favourites were left out, it's not because we hate it - it's because it didn't get the nominations required in the challengers' release to make the top five.
We understand it's a bit of a popularity contest, but if you have a favorite, we want to hear about it. Do you have a proposal for Nest 5? Email us at tips+hivefive@lifehacker.com!Photo by 55laney69. Canon EOS 450D Digital SLR... Canon's EOS 400D has been on an important budget in the SLR market. Now the Japanese giant has released an update to the 400D, Canon EOS 450D. The main changes
are two million more pixels, a new, easier-to-handle body, and Live View, which shows what the camera sees on the rear LCD. It is certainly useful, if hardly earth-shattering, to have two million extra pixels to play with. Canon's 12-megapixel sensor does a good job of keeping noise and image quality high, and this additional capacity means you can magnify your images or crop them aggressively in
software while retaining details. The best photo quality Digic III image processor also helps to provide smooth, Colors. However, it has been said that JPEG images taken with 450D are on the soft side. This seems to be a problem with the internal processing of the camera and not with the high-quality, stabilized lens of the image. All digital photos require some sharpening, and that's a clear requirement for
450D owners. However, we don't see this as a fatal flaw, as anyone who goes at the expense of buying an SLR should try shooting at RAW for maximum, unpackaged quality. And raw images taken with 450D are really good, as is the pleasure of processing with the help of the included Digital Photo Professional software. Improved interface Stunning RAW images also help with an improved camera
interface. Now there is your own ISO button to adjust the sensitivity of the light, and you can hit ISO over 1000 without making noise a problem. At the same time, highlight tone priority helps preserve details in brighter parts of the image. The 450D is also fast, and can shoot at 3.5 images per second. With peak burst speed, you can shoot six RAW images or an impressive 53 high-quality JPEG. Canon's
Live View As for the new Live View feature, it's certainly useful. For example, Live View makes it easier to compose still life or arrange portrait images without constantly squinting through the viewfier. In addition, you can call a live histogram to check the exposure range before taking a picture. Just note that Live View drains batteries faster. Tested alone, the 450D seems brain-tested for £550 with a large
18-55 lens. Canon's problem is that the equally attractive Nikon D80 and Sony A350 SLR sell for £50 less. If you're a Canon fan looking to upgrade to 450D, there's an obvious purchase, but we wouldn't blame more agnostic photographers for choosing a cheaper option (Pocket-lint) - Canon EOS 600D has been the subject of internet rumors for some time, but the manufacturer has finally made things
official. Sitting at the top of canon's entry-level EOS series, the 600D is a natural successor to the 550D, but what if you already have 550D? Should you be jealous? And is it worth updating? Read more. It is Canon EOS 600D vs Canon EOS 550D. Canon 600D 18 megapixel CMOS 1.6x harvest, Canon 550D 17.9MP CMOS, 1.6x crop Although not completely insignificant, the amount of megapixel can be
a slightly red herring compared to cameras. Unless you're going to blow up your photos in huge proportions, then a sky-high megapixel isn't really necessary. Canon's DSLR tends to have more megapixels than some of its competitors, and the new 600D has a high 18-megapixel image sensor. Since the 550D has a 17.9 megapixel sensor, the difference is so small that it's not really a significant upgrade at
all. The Canon 600D DIGIC-4 Canon 550D DIGIC-4 Processor is a camera processor that takes care of all number crunching under the platform, so the more powerful the processor, a better and faster camera is. Like 550D, the new 600D uses Canon's DIGIC-4 despite rumours that digic-5 will make its debut in 2011. Digic-4 has been around since 2008 and offers a number of improvements compared to
its predecessor, including fast image processing and better noise absorption in high ISO images. This means you get faster shooting outbursts and clearer shots, low light and high ISOs. The Canon 600D 3.7fps Canon 550D 3.7fps Canon's new flagship DSLR 600D delivers a decent break-in speed of 3.7 frames per second, giving you up to 34 images (JPEG or 6 RAW). While this is certainly not up to
semi-professional standards, it is still a reasonable price. However, it shows no improvement in 550D, which also provides a 3.7fps shooting rate. Canon 600D 133.1 × 99.5 × 79.7 mm, 570g Canon 550D 129 × 98 × 62mm, 530g Size is relatively important when it comes to DSLR, especially for entry-level models where amateur snappers are more likely to hijack them around instead of attaching themselves
to the studio pedestal all day. However, Canon's new model actually has larger dimensions than its predecessor. The 600D is also 40g heavier than the older model, which doesn't sound much, but when you're dealing with additional lenses, the lighter is better. The extra bulk is undoubtedly the result of a flip-out display, so the question is whether you think the improved display is worth the size and weight
gain of the platform. As for the exterior buttons and contours, the two are practically identical. Strictly speaking, there is a Display button at the top of the 600D that only had an ISO shortcut, but it doesn't blow anyone's mind. Canon 600D ISO 100-6,400 boost 12,800 Canon 550D ISO 100-6,400 boost to 12,800 as a direct successor to 550D is no surprise that the 600D is identical in terms of photosensition.
A decent range and boost levels familiar to 550D users mean that the new model should deliver good results, although it doesn't offer an update from the previous model. Stay tuned to see if noise loss has improved from higher values. Highly unlikely, though. Canon 600D 1080p /24/25/30fps Canon 550D 1080p/24/25/30fps Both models offer 1080p full HD video capture for 24 and 25 fps PAL and NTSC
outputs. You also get the option to record at 720p high-def or 640x480. Both cameras offer identical inputs in the form of a USB 2.0 port and HDMI connection to connect them directly to any HD clip. However, the new model separates itself from one aspect of its video features. For the first time in Canon's DSLR range, the 600D offers Movie Digital Zoom, designed to narrow the center of the sensor from
3x to 10x while still maintaining Full HD quality. Since there is no effective resolution loss, it makes quite a bonus. Canon 600D 3in LCD 1m Pixels Canon 550D 3in LCD 1m pixels Possibly the biggest upgrade from 550D is a 3-inch vari-angle display that folds out the main camera body and can be rotated to find the best viewing location. While the previous model offered a screen of the same size, the sport
has the same high pixel density (1,040,000 pixels) with a 600D with a clear advantage over its flexible display. While many video cameras offer a sni over, it's not as common on DSLR. It's certainly a useful feature if you're trying to capture shots like shooting something in people's heads in the crowd. Adjustable display is the biggest difference in the new model, and it's a factor that's likely to affect your
update decision one way or another. Canon 600D 9-point AF Canon 550D 9-point AF If you don't use auto-resolution, this probably doesn't apply to you at all, but if you regularly use the AF setting, the 600D doesn't really bring much more to the table than the 550D. Both cameras have wide-ranging 9-point af. To enhance auto-focus offerings, you need to choose a higher spec'd model, such as the Canon
7D, which offers 19 crossed AF points. Canon 600D 95% of full frame coverage Canon 550D 95% full frame coverage Here isn't really much to say as nothing separates two cameras when it comes to viewing, as it's identical on both models. If you want a camera with 100% viewfier coverage, then once again, it's about stumbling a little more into something like 7D. Still, there is always a Live View mode
that shows the world throughout the frame. The Canon 600D Canon 550D Unlike the 550D, the 600D has a screen guide interface, called the Feature Guide, which is good news for beginners and those who need a few reminders of features they don't use very often. The new model also includes a smart automatic scene selector - Scene Intelligent Auto - which is something of a rarity in the DSLR and is
usually only associated with stumbles. This does all the work for you by setting exposure and concentrating the camera according to the type of scene it thinks it's shooting. The 600D also has more creative art filters than the previous model, there is for artistic types, as well as built-in support for wireless flash syncing if you use more than one flash in your descriptions. Quite a pro touch for a consumer-
focused machine like this. Canon 600D £679 Canon 550D £546.91 600D is available from April for £679 (body only) or €18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 IS II Series Lens (£769) or 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 IS Series Lens (£949). The price tag isn't much more than the original price of 550D (£649.99), but you can now find an older model at a much lower price online, with Amazon offering it £546.91 (frame only). While
impressive, the 600D doesn't seem to offer a huge step from its predecessor. Many of the specifications are identical, such as image sensor, processor, break-in speed and ISO range. are some of the key features worth considering, especially the rotating screen. This is really the biggest selling point of the camera and offers a genuine advantage that should be easy to see on another when you start using
it. There are also a few other nifty features like screen guide interface and smart auto scene. However, it could be argued that this is not the kind of setting you expect to find on DSLR, because if you are willing to splash money on this type of camera, you are unlikely to use automatic rendezvous mode. Overall, there's really nothing jealous about 550D users unless they're absolute turning screens. While
this is technically an upgrade, it's more for Canon's benefit than anyone else's. Tweeks and twists and turns make 600D better around a consumer device - especially for a family made up of both beginners and enthusiasts - but unless we see an amazing bonus for image quality when we're going to give it a full review, it would be very difficult to suggest that 550D users should upgrade. At the same time,
we could even suggest that new customers save their pennies and buy the earlier model themselves. How do you like the new 600D? Are you going to upgrade? Written by Libby Plummer. Plummer.
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